Autoimmune thyroid phenomena are not evidence for human lymphocyte antigen-genetic heterogeneity in insulin-dependent diabetes.
It is well established that there is genetic heterogeneity between a human lymphocyte antigen (HLA)-DR3-associated allele and an HLA-DR4-associated allele in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). Equally well established are the association of DR3 with Graves' disease and other autoimmune disorders in nondiabetics and the increased prevalence of autoimmune thyroid disease in IDDM. Perhaps in large part because of these facts, it has been postulated that there are two major forms of classical IDDM--one form characterized by coexistent autoimmune disease, such as autoimmune thyroid disease which is associated with DR3, and another form not associated with additional autoimmune disorders, which is associated with DR4. Several studies have repudiated the idea of specific clinical findings in IDDM being associated exclusively with DR4. However, the DR3-thyroid association in IDDM has not been investigated carefully. Therefore, in order to study this putative association, we divided a group of diabetic children into overlapping subgroups based on thyroid enlargement, antithyroid microsomal antibodies, acquired hypothyroidism, and no evidence of thyroid disease. The distributions of HLA-DR3 and -DR4 among these subgroups did not differ from each other; nor did the distribution of the HLA alleles differ from those of randomly selected IDDM individuals. These results suggest that thyroid autoimmunity in IDDM is part of the IDDM "syndrome" and is associated with DR3 and DR4 to the same extent that IDDM without thyroid disease is associated with these two antigens. Thus, although genetic studies are consistent with the heterogeneity between DR3 and DR4 in IDDM, there is no HLA-thyroid disease association to support this heterogeneity.